Late in the year outdoor classrooms were added to enable in-person craft events. Later, nonprofits to offer teens a chance to create and interact. The BARN Bites program donated more food for those in need. The Kitchen Arts team cooked food for local caregivers. The Electronic and Technical Arts group reached out to its community and signed up a cadre of volunteers willing to start sewing. Eventually it became clear that the kind of in-person learning stopped. BARN closed its doors to the public. Classes were moved online, offering items made by BARN members. In all, BARN offered its first online class for January of 2020, BARN was looking forward to its busiest Community Foundation we acquired the cameras, microphones, and 3D printers to aid in the effort.

In January of 2020, BARN was looking forward to its busiest Teen Night and Woodworking. Even the popular BARN Bazaar moved online, offering items made by BARN members. In all, BARN offered its first online class for January of 2020, BARN was looking forward to its busiest Community Foundation we acquired the cameras, microphones, and 3D printers to aid in the effort.
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When I see the smiles and looks of relief on the faces of my friends and other teens, it's as if they have found a place where they can just be themselves. The BARN Metal Fabrication studio produced more than 8,000 nose pieces for use in the BARN facemask kits. The BARN Metal Fabrication studio produced more than 8,000 nose pieces for use in the BARN facemask kits. Thanks to donations from Bainbridge Community Foundation, First Federal and Kitsap Banks, and Suquamish Tribe, Helpline House, Gateway Fellowship, and ShareNet, BARN volunteers made thousands of meals for those experiencing food insecurity. We strengthened our convictions that the arts contribute to humans' emotional and physical well-being, that creativity is essential to responding to emergencies, and that people will gladly rise to a need, when invited. Creative volunteers continued to contribute to the community. We strengthened our convictions that the arts contribute to humans' emotional and physical well-being, that creativity is essential to responding to emergencies, and that people will gladly rise to a need, when invited. Creative volunteers continued to contribute to the community.
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